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Eulerian graphs

Season 2
Episode 19

Time frame 2 periods

Objectives :
• Introdue the voabulary about graphs.
• Disover the main results about eulerian and traversable graphs.
Materials :
• Lesson (36 opies).
• Problems (36 opies).
1 – Appetizer : three eulerian problems Previous periodThree famous problems (The bridges of Konigsberg and the house with 5 rooms, with orwithout a door to the outside) are presented to the students. They have to solve them forthe next period.
2 – The solutions 10 minsThe solutions to the three problems are given by the teaher or students.
3 – Quick lesson 20 minsThe voabulary about graphs is introdued, and then the main results about euleriangraphs.
4 – Solving problems Remaining timeStudents are working in pairs. They have to solve 10 problems about eulerian graphs.Eah problem is worth 2 points and a mark is given to eah pair at the end of the seondperiod.
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Document LessonA graph G is a set of point, the verties, along with a set of line segments or urves joiningsome of these verties, the edges. The order of a graph is its number of verties while itssize is its number of edges.1 Conneted graphsLet u and v be two verties in a graph G. As an example, we will onsider the graphdrawn below.

The verties u and v are said to be adjaent if the edge uv is part of the graph. In thesame situation, we say that the edge uv is inident to the verties u and v.The degree of a vertex is the number of edges adjaent to it. If the degree of a vertex iseven, we simply say that it's an even vertex, and similarly for an odd vertex.
• A u− v walk is a sequene of adjaent verties beginning with u and ending with v. Inthe example, a v1 − v3 walk is v1, v2, v3, v7, v2, v3, v4, v3.
• A u− v trail is a u− v walk whih does not repeat any edge. In the example, a v1 − v3trail is v1, v2, v7, v3, v4, v3.
• A u− v path is a u− v trail whih does not repeat any vertex. In the example, a v1− v3path is v1, v2, v7, v3.Two verties u and v are onneted if either u = v or there exists a u− v path from u to
v. A graph is onneted if every two verties are onneted. Otherwise, it is disonneted.Our example is obviously a onneted graph.
• A u − v trail whih ontains at least three verties and suh that u = v is alled airuit. In our example, v2, v7, v3, v6, v5, v4, v3, v2 is a iruit.
• A iruit whih does not repeat any verties is alled a yle. In our example, v2, v7,
v3, v2 is a yle.



Season 2 • Episode 19 • Eulerian graphs 22 Eulerian graphsA iruit ontaining all edges of a graph G is alled an eulerian iruit. A graph ontainingan eulerian iuit is alled an eulerian graph. It's easy to see that our example is not aneulerian graph, beause of the edge v1v2.
Theorem 1

A graph is eulerian if and only if it is connected and every vertex is even.If a graph G has a trail, not a iruit, ontaining all edges of G, G is alled a traversablegraph and the trail is alled an eulerian trail.We an see, by trial and error, that our example is not a traversable graph.
Theorem 2

A graph is traversable if and only if it is connected and has exactly two odd vertices.

Furthermore, any eulerian trail in such a graph begins at one of the odd vertices and

ends at the other.
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Document Problems

Problem 1Classify the following graphs as eulerian, traversable or neither. For the �rst two kinds,�nd an eulerian iruit or trail.

Problem 2Suppose you hold a summer job as a highway inspetor. Among your responsabilities,you must periodially drive along the several highways shown shematially in the �gurebelow and inspet the roads for debris and possible repairs. If you live in town A, is itpossible to �nd a round trip, beginning and ending at A, whih takes you over eah setionof highway exatly one ? If you were to move to town B, would it be possible to �nd suha round trip beginning and ending at B ?



Season 2 • Episode 19 • Eulerian graphs 4Problem 3The �gure below shows the blueprint of a house. Can a person walk through eah doorwayof this house one and only one ? If so, show how it an be done.

Problem 4A letter arrier is responsible for delivering mail to houses on both sides of the streetsshown in the �gure below. If the letter arrier does not keep rossing s street bak andforth to get to houses on both sides of a street, it will be neessary for her to walk alonga street at least twie, one on eah side, to deliver the mail. Is it possible for the letterarrier to onstrut a round trip so that she walks on eah side of every street exatlyone ?



Season 2 • Episode 19 • Eulerian graphs 5Problem 5Give an example of a graph or order 10 whih is
1. eulerian ;
2. traversable ;
3. neither eulerian nor traversable.Problem 6A omplete graph of order n is a graph with n verties suh that every two verties areonneted by an edge.
1. Draw the omplete graphs of order 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
2. Find out whih ones of these graphs are traversable or eulerian.
3. Find a simple rule to deide when a omplete graph is traversable or eulerian.Problem 7Any polyhedron an be turned into a planar graph (with no interseting edges) by simplyreproduing its verties and edges on a plane. Some edges may have to be drawn asnon-straight lines in the proess.
1. Draw the graphs of a tetrahedron, a ube and an otahedron.
2. Find out whih ones of these three graphs are traversable or eulerian.Problem 8Prove that if a graph is traversable, an eulerian graph an be onstruted from it by theaddition of a single edge.Problem 9Is the previous property also true if we replae the word �addition� by �deletion� ?Problem 10We know that a onneted graph with no odd verties ontains an eulerian iruit, and aonneted graph with exatly two odd verties ontains en eulerian trail. Try to determinewhat speial property is exhibited by a onneted graph with exatly four odd verties.Try to prove your answer.

Many of these problems ome from Introdutory Graph Theory, by Gary Chartrand
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